
Some people believe that visitors to other countries should follow local 
customs and behavior. Others disagree and think that the host country 
should welcome cultural differences. Discuss both these views and give 
your own opinion. 

   Nowadays, throughout the technological world, quality and quantity with speed of the 
transportation have developed and nobody can deny convenience of the recent journeys. 
Obviously, the numbers of travelers have increased too. Globalization is as a result of the 
world convenient connections. Traveling causes various cultures to disseminate around 
the world. It is a fact that through such a situation human beings face different skin’s 
complexions, laws, manners, etiquettes, cultures and religions of individuals. Although 
traveling has a lot of merits for people, it causes them extreme issues. 

   On the one hand, some people argue that individuals who have a lot of travel to the 
different countries might gain much experience about how a variety of countries and 
tribes live a life and with what different facilities, customs, religions and customs. They 
claim that travelers had better to learn from the bright side of the host people’s customs. 
It might be better that they follow the culture of the destination country. However, there 
is no need to advertise others’ cultures to their own country. No matter what are the 
different natures of the different countries, the most valuable manner is just to 
appreciate them. This is an exact way to retain maintain peace between countries and 
also it has been seen as some opportunities to inform other dwellers from various 
countries about their own cultures and traditions. 

   On the other hand, it is clear that no one likes to follow others’ customs,. however, 
today, people from long-distance lands, like far-East or Middle East have followed 
Western cultures and this situation is inappropriate. Indeed, the beautifulness beauty of 
the human life is directly related to this diversity and the important matter is that 
governments and all the walks of life should try to maintain that. Moreover, not only is 
the maintenance of the diversity of the cultures, customs, and religions is significantly 
important, but also appreciation for them is considerable. The main matter is the essence 
of mutual understanding between various nations. 

   To sum up all the statements above, I have to say that it is substantial for every 
individual from disparate nations to appreciate other opinions, behaviors, rituals and 
customs. It is just applicably sharing mutual understanding and acting as some of them to 
reach a friendly and peaceful life among all countries from all countries around the world.         

   


